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Dear Friends,
When January 1, 2020 began who would have ever imagine we would still be responding to a pandemic and operating remotely 18 months later. The 2020-2021 year began strong and finished
strong, despite COVID-19, thanks to a hardworking, dedicated team of professionals and the effective
governance of our Board of Directors.
The 2020-2021 Program Year was operated quite differently this year. Safety measures were put in
place to ensure we followed the Occupational Health and Safety Plan in regards to Covid-19. This
was done to protect staff, clients, stakeholders, and members of the public from the spread of COVID19. Programs were offered both virtually and in-person with smaller group sizes to ensure we followed proper protocols. Our home visiting services were done either by phone, virtual or in-person
(when permitted) to ensure our families needs were being met. The ESFRA participated in two Food
Initiative Programs (Isolation Initiative and Out of school Initiative) funded by the Department of Community Services to assist with families in need of groceries during these difficult times. Families were
provided with Christmas support through one of the grants we received to ensure families had a
good holiday season without worry of any extra financial burden to the family.
There have been many positive financial highlights throughout 2020-2021; we were successful in
acquiring some new funding, such as Food Banks Canada, United Way Recovery, the Diversity and
Community Capacity Fund/Cultural Communities and Identities Fund, YMCA Micro Grant and a Small
Business Impact Grant to name a few.
The Eastern Shore Family Resource Association acknowledges and thanks our current funders:
Department of Community Services, Nova Scotia Health Authority, Department of Labour and
Advanced Education (FLIEF) for their continuous financial support in our community. We also want to
thank our donors whether it be in-kind or financial for your support.
The Eastern Shore Family Resource Association obtained the services of Max Chauvin to lead us
through Strategic Planning to help develop long-term strategies for the success of the Eastern Shore
Family Resource Association over the next three years. On Wednesday, April 21, 2021, the Board of
Directors and senior staff gathered to consider the organization's long-term future and develop a series of strategic priorities to help it move forward.
Strategic planning is the process of reviewing the mission & vision of an organization while setting priorities for the next three to five years. The ESFRA
has been a part of the Eastern Shore community since 1994, and continues
evolve with the needs of the community. While the ESFRA rebranded 6 years ago our mission remains
the same, “Through our programs and services, the Eastern Shore Family Resource Association supports children, youth and families and contributes to the quality of family life in our community.” Not
only has the FRC changed and grown a lot as an organization in the last 27 years, but the community
has too.
The ESFRA consulted participants of the Centre with a survey to identify what
we are doing well and what we could improve upon. When asked what the
centre meant to them, and what we do well, respondents overwhelmingly
talked about social connection and a safe and welcoming space for all. The suggested areas for
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improvement and focus for what the ESFRA were expanding services for children and youth, expanding programming further East, acquiring a more accessible space (GROUND LEVEL), providing mental
health information and supports and more opportunities in the community for families to connect.
Participants, staff and our board of directors identified three major strategic priorities or areas of emphasis for the next several years if the dreams and hopes of the Board and staff are to be realized.
Community Connection and
Engagement

A Suitable Location
·

The Eastern Shore
·
Family Resource Association has an accessible location that allows us to expand the
programs and services
we offer to meet the
changing needs of our ·
community.

Everyone in our community
·
knows who the Eastern Shore
Family Resource Association is,
where we are located, what we
do, and its potential impact on
their family and our community.
We are a part of a robust and
supportive network of community organizations on the Eastern Shore that increases our
impact on those who need us.

Programming for everyone in the
family (newborn – 99 years of age)
The Eastern Shore Family Resource Association offers programs
and services for all members of the
family.

We want to say thank you and farewell to Samantha Vatcher (Healthy Beginnings Enhanced Home
Visitor) for her dedication and commitment to our families and agency over the past two years. She is
not going far as she has taken a position with Chebucto Family Resource Centre as their Healthy Beginnings Home Visitor. Sam will be missed.
We want to wish Alexis Cavanagh-Myers the best in her future studies at Memorial University this
coming Fall. Shelby Riley will continue with ESFRA this summer for our Summer Day Camp Program
but has been accepted into the Social Work Program at Dalhousie starting in the Fall of 2021. All the
best Shelby in your future studies.
We would like to take this opportunity to acknowledge and thank our amazing volunteer Board of
Directors for their leadership and determined efforts. We are extremely fortunate and truly appreciate
all of the hard work you do on behalf of the Family Resource Centre.
And finally, ESFRA would not be able to offer the amazing programs and services we do without our
dedicated professional staff. Every day their support and effort on behalf of the Eastern Shore families
continues to amaze us. Thank you as it is such an honour to work with devoted staff like yourselves.
With Kindest Regards,
Nancy Hollis
Laura Rockwood
Executive Director
Board Chair
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Since 2015 the Eastern Shore Family Resource
Centre has supported Breast Feeding families with
not only programs, but also a lending program to
aid nursing moms.

Breast Pump Loan Program
Being overseen by our Healthy Beginnings Home Visitor, Sam
Vatcher, this year we had the opportunity to lend our 2 Breast
Pumps to 4 nursing mothers for longer periods of time.
We hope to continue supporting this natural
method of feeding, bonding and nurturing in
2021-22.
PG.
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December Virtual Play Dates
Our doors may have been closed to the public but that provided ESFRA staff an opportunity to get creative on how to deliver programs virtually. Kicking off what was the beginnings
of the virtual world at ESFRA, were 3 December Virtual Play Dates (part of our Play Dates
Are Us! programs).
Each week’s had it’s own themed craft:
* Week 1 was creating your own Snowman
* Week 2 was decorating your own
Gingerbread cookie
* Week 3 was designing your own Reindeer.
Packages were provided to each of the participants in advance based on their selections
during the “ticketing” process. Choosing their pick up time allowed all parties a safe and
smooth method for supply pick up. While Covid numbers were a little lower at that time,
Safety remained a top priority. And based on the smiles in camera, fun and safety went
hand in hand.
As the old saying states, “And this too shall pass”. It almost goes
without saying, this pandemic has taught us more creative ways of
programming to meet the needs of all families in our community.
A huge
to Tracey’s Tasty Treats for the donation of
the gingerbread cookies.

-

-
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The Healthy Beginnings program started out the year with
in-home visits as normal but quickly shifted to virtual and/or
over the phone visits in mid March 2020 and continued this
way until summer. August saw outside socially distanced
visits introduced which continued into the autumn, before
going back to virtual or phone only visits for another period of time.
Over this past year, our families have shown incredible resilience and adaptability with all of the
changes in our world and program(s). The “Growing Great Kids*” curriculum which HB uses, started sending out parent newsletters to be passed along to families. They contained creative ways for
parents to keep their littles busy with fun developmentally appropriate activities during quarantine
as well as tips for parenting during these unprecedented times.
Some families chose to wait (to have visits during the periods in which we were able to see each
other in person with the covid safety protocols) but most families were very keen to keep Healthy
Beginnings going through phone or virtual meetings.
Home Visitors continued to provide curriculum and activities by either dropping off, mailing or
emailing handouts and necessary materials. Visits could still be quite interactive and have those
special joyful moments with parents and their babes, especially during the virtual visits.
Some might ask - How could you be interactive while separate?
A few examples of this interaction would be “GGK” activities like: Baby Giggles, Hide & Seek,
Traditional Songs and having Dance Parties.
With Baby Giggles and Hide & Seek, moms would take the phone with them to hide so I could also
see when babe found mom and the big laughter or smiles mom and babe would have.
Also during a Dance Party or Traditional Songs, the phone was set up so mom and babe could see
me dancing or singing as well; which seemed to help with any reluctance after they saw how silly I
was dancing or singing.
Healthy Beginnings supported 16 clients over this past year and has a current caseload of 14.
Some might ask - What can I gain be being a part of this program?
·
·
·
·
·

breast-feeding goals (surpassing expectations)
concrete knowledge of community
resources and how to access them
best practices for keeping children safe
the benefits of creating responsive care
routines
the expansion of family literacy

·
·
·
·
·

solid information on Public Health
resources
understanding of infant milestones and
physical literacy
how to promote optimal brain development
in-depth knowledge in all areas of child
development
parent/child attachment

The Nova Scotia Health Authority gave the HB Home Visitors additional tools which provided families a more secure Zoom meeting as well as continuing to keep in touch by doing by-weekly meetings via Zoom. Eventually HB Home Vsitors started reflective supervision weekly with the Healthy
Beginnings Coordinator. Meetings were either in person, when the Covid safety protocols allowed,
or via Zoom.
Our Public Health Nurses, Tanya Wagner-Wile and Marlene MacPhail collaborated often with our
Enhanced Home Visitor to provide support and shared messages of medical origin unavailable to
the Healthy Beginnings EHV. This team approach was an asset to all the families attending Family
Resource and its programs.

*The ”Great Kids INC” curriculum modules to: define milestones, provide play based activities, offer effective tools for parenting with intention while highlighting the “why” for development of a growing baby.
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Fun Fun

New PareNt GrouP 2020-21

March Break Science Camp at the
Resource Centre was well attended and
greatly appreciated, even a little noisy!
Families enjoyed the “no pressure” feel
to this drop-in science based playgroup
having 2 sessions a day for the different
ages groups (one for 1-3 & one for 4 to 7).
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We opened with fun and games but the
highlights were creating
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and the volcanic explosion releasing all
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was a cause for great laughter.
The participants were both “Regulars”
from our programs along with welcomed
new families not
previously connected
to the ESFRA family.
This is capacity
building at its finest!
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Food
Security:
ESFRA was
involved with
the Mobile Food
Hampers funded by
Feed NS to deliver
to families in need.
12 families participating in the either
PJ or HB programs,
received hampers in
June 2020.
2020-21
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We all were sharing
and playing with
each other.
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